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www.elsevier.com/locate/sajbSouth African Journal of Ber's notePublishFor years, academic articles have been published in a similar
layout - a format which starts with an abstract and ends with a
conclusion and a list of references. Articles were presented in
this way with the reader of the printed version in mind.
However as most researchers now access articles online,
readership styles and how information is gathered have changed
quite considerably.
In order to enhance the online article, and to adapt to the needs
of our community, we are introducing research highlights:
▪ Research highlights are a short collection of bullet points
that convey the core findings and provide readers with a
quick textual overview of the article. These three or four
bullet points highlight what is distinctive about the research
and describe the essence of the article. Research highlightsdoi:10.1016/j.sajb.2010.08.009are mandatory for this journal. For more information and
examples, please see: www.elsevier.com/researchhighlights
User surveys have indicated that readers highly appreciate
both this feature. We hope that it will allow readers to quickly
gain an understanding of the article, serve as a navigation
mechanism to specific sub-sections of the results and figures;
and to encourage browsing, promote interdisciplinary scholar-
ship and help readers identify more quickly which papers are
most relevant to their research interests.
Kind regards,
Ursula Culligan
Publisher
